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Encyclopedia dramatica still down

before, it was to list all the shitty things that various famous people have done, hence the name.now it's just 4chan the wiki.correct me if I'm wrong.edit: it turns out that I'm wrong Encyclopediadramatica.es Server Status Check Encyclopedia DramaticaWebsite Name: encyclopediadramatica.esURL
Checked: Response Time: Last Down: Checking Encyclopedia Dramatica Please wait while we check the server ... Encyclopedia Dramatica Website Status HistoryThe chart above shows the service status activity for Encyclopediadramatica.es the last 10 automatic controls. The blue bar displays the
response time, which is better when it is smaller. If you don't see a bar for a specific time, it means that the service was on time and that the site was offline. Service Status History DateTimePing Time DateTimePing Time15.Dec.2020 11:49165.02 ms. 15.Dec.2020 21:45165.83 ms.16.Dec.2020
03:08166.35 ms. 17.Dec.2020 00:07169.48 ms.17.Dec 2020 05:46162.62 ms. 17.Dec.2020 11:49164.98 ms.17.Dec 2020 19:19171.92 ms. 18.Dec.2020 15:32131.34 ms.18.Dec 2020 23:29167.18 ms. 19.Dec 2020 17:37167.12 ms. * Times displayed are PT, Pacific Time (UTC/GMT 0) | The current server
time is 10:38 pmWe tried to ping the Encyclopedia Dramatica website using our server and the website returned the above results. If encyclopediadramatica.es's for us, there's nothing you can do but wait. The server is probably overloaded, down, or unreachable due to a network issue, a website outage or
maintenance is in progress... Can't Access Encyclopedia Dramatica - Troubleshooting Instructions If your site is UP but you can't access the page, try one of the following: Browser issues Force a full site upgrade. This can be achieved by pressing CTRL + F5 keys at the same time on your favorite browser
(Firefox, Chrome, Explorer, etc.) Clear the temporary cache and cookies on your browser to make sure you have the latest version of the web page. For instructions, choose your browser : Troubleshoot DNS Problems A Domain Name System (DNS) allows you to identify a site IP address (192.168.x.x)
with words (*.com) to be remembered more easily, such as a website address book. This service is usually provided by your ISP. Clear the local DNS cache to ensure that you acquire the latest ISP cache. For Windows - (Start &gt; Command Prompt &gt; type ipconfig /flushdns and press ENTER. For
details choose your operating system: if you can access a website in the office or from a 3G network but it doesn't work on your computer, it's a good idea to use an alternative DNS service other than your ISPs. OpenDNS or Google Public DNS are excellent and free public DNS services. Check out our
Help page for step-by-step instructions on how to change your DNS. Send comment using your Facebook ID. Encyclopediadramatica.es down for you right now? Send your comments Encyclopediadramatica.es status of the service or report a problem below to let others know that they are not the only ones
who have Keep in mind that your country, service provider, and browser information will appear next to your comment to better analyze a possible outage. ✔Graeni! Don't forget to bookmark this page so you can check later. Encyclopedia Dramatica (or ED, for short) is a satirical wiki based on internet
culture created in late 2004 dedicated to the documentation and categorization of Internet memes and other cultural phenomena. It is famous for having NSFW content that is largely uncensored. Originally hosted encyclopediadramatica.com, the original page has been transformed into a job-safe Semantic
Mediawiki OhInternet. Most of the articles and images were retrieved from the original ED website and are available for download, and a new Encyclopedia Dramatica wiki site (formerly EncyclopediaDramatica.rs, .es, .se, and .ch) was later created containing most of the old articles. In early January 2020,
the site .se went offline and the site was later relaunched on encyclopediadramatica.wiki by several staff members ed. Source: Girlvinyl created LJ Drama to document controversies and fire wars occurring in the Livejournal community. Eventually LJ Drama expanded into ED covering the Internet as a
whole. Related: ED brought internet censorship to the forefront of internet discussion when the Aboriginal page was removed from Google's search engine, prompting heavy criticism from Net Neutrality supporters. Controversy Many CRITICS of ED have expressed concern about the site and its content. In
2010, an article about Aboriginal Australians was put in the media spotlight when it was removed from Google search results located in Australia after a complaint by the Australian Human Rights Commission. In 2013, a game called Bullet To the Head of The NRA was created by a member of the ED
forums (EDF2) and posted on the website. The game has been examined by various media sources such as The Blaze and Shawn Hannity. Oh Internet On April 10, 2011, ED was shot down and given a front page with a cat he said hang in there! with a field to enter your email address for updates. He
connected to the OhInternet blog which has had several interviews and posts on various topics related to internet culture. The ED_Official Twitter account tweeted the following on April 13, 2011, Update on Downtime. Move and new installations done by Friday morning. Don't give up. Check the blog and
follow @O_Internet. (The account ED_Official no longer active and ED now tweets updates from @DramaticaAE.) On April 14, 2011, ED.com began redirecting to the main page of and he described himself as a semantic Mediawiki that would cover everything related to the Internet: OhInternet covers
everything related to Internet culture from people to memes to websites and more. Our goal is to be a comprehensive guide to the past, present and future of the Internet and we want you to participate. The OhInternet site has been offline since October 14, 2013. Operation Operation After the creation of
OhInternet, some Encyclopedia Dramatica fans were not satisfied with it. OhInternet's Facebook page was inundated with porn from some who were angry with the replacement. The IRC AnonOps network has opened a channel called #OpSaveED to organise those who wish to recreate the site
(Encyclopedia Dramatica). AnonOps and Anonymous have launched Operation Restoration, an operation dedicated to restoring ED using backups from various sources such as backups/archives made by the Web Ecology Project, ArchiveTeam, and cached versions of Google of the website. A URL,
encyclopediadramatica.ch, was purchased by those involved in Operation Restoration, which was used to accommodate the restored/mirrored ED. The site had to change domain several times, similar to The Pirate Bay. The first time was after a DNS lockdown due to encyclopediadramatica.ch operators
not keeping an address in Switzerland, after which the domain was changed to encyclopediadramatica.se. The second time, the .se address was seized by the registrar, resulting in a reduction in ED for more than 5 days in September 2013, before moving to encyclopediadramatica.se, an address
previously used to experiment with translation of ED into Spanish. In October 2014, the .es domain was socially designed and hijacked from an unknown part, and ED returned to .se. In early 2020, after a series of property changes and various server issues, the .se website went offline. In February 2020,
the website was resurrected at encyclopediadramatica.wiki from various image databases and mediawiki dump BACKUP XML. External references Encyclopædia Dramatica (often abbreviated ed) was an open satirical wiki that used MediaWiki software. Launched on 10 December 2004, it has published
both encyclopedic topics and current events, in particular those related to or relevant to Internet culture. It has often been used by a socially fluid and dynamic internet subculture known as Anonymous. The site celebrated a culture of subversive trolling, having documented significant incidents of
underground internet events such as mass organized pranks (trolling events that defined raids), large-scale failures of internet infrastructure and security, and criticism of some more conservative Internet communities who have accused of self-censoring their content in order to garner prestige, positive
coverage, and commentary from traditional and established media. Wired described Encyclopædia Dramatica as a vast parallel universe of anonymous jokes, slogans, and obsessions is lovingly annotated, and you'll discover an elaborate trolling culture: racist flamingos and misogynists lurk throughout, all
calculated to offend. Ninemsn described Encyclopædia Dramatica as: The Twin wikipedia. It is a site where almost all articles are part of the articles, offensive, not of origin and without the slightest trace of political correctness. A search through its archives will reveal animated images of suicide, articles
glorifying extreme racism and sexism, and a seemingly endless supply of distorted and shocking opinions about almost every major human tragedie in history. [1] The original site closed unannounced on April 16, 2011 and relaunched as Oh Internet, leading to criticism from parts of the ED community.
While Oh Internet mysteriously disappeared in 2013, ED officially relaunched on *encyclopediadramatica.se under new management. He often changed TTLDs, starting with Swiss .ch, then Swedish .se, then Spanish .es, then back to Swedish .se, and then to Serbs .rs. As of October/November 2018,
Donny Long and PornWikiLeaks are attempting to arrest ED. To achieve this, they are engaging in harassment and intimidation, publishing 24-hour ultimatums to ED hosts, and promising to write wiki attack articles about them and their families. At least two of ED's hosts succumbed to Long's demands,[4]
with at least one of them expecting Long to reciprocate the gesture by eliminating content aimed at them. Constantly changing hosts has proved problematic (and probably expensive) and ED's SysOp SeeBeen has deleted ED's Donny Long article. After the article was deleted, Long increased his requests



to have all mentions of him removed from ED, including his discussion and comment sections; Therefore, Long's campaign against ED continues. Current backups Try backing up the text of an XML article every few months. It is quite easy, the text of the article adds up to a few hundred megabytes. Just
use Wikiteam scripts. Warning: For now, only perform XML backups (full-page text). These are only a few hundred megabytes. The current ED image collection has a size and growth of more than 2 Terabytes, so image backups must be performed by administrators. We hope to be able to connect
administrators and the Internet archive, as they can easily access archives of this size in special cases. The Dramatica Encyclopedia regularly backed up text[IA•Wcite•.today•MemWeb] on its own, but they must have forgotten to do so over the years. Operation Rescue of 2011 The original site was closed
without notice on April 16, 2011 and relaunched as Oh Internet, leading to criticism from parts of the ED community. While Oh Internet mysteriously disappeared in 2013, a group of anons, including Edgeworth E. Euler and Zaiger, relaunched ED on encyclopediadramatica.se[IA•Wcite•today•MemWeb]
under new management. They used these backups to restore every single item and it's the history of an XML dump[IA•Wcite•.today•MemWeb] (retrieved from a research group studying Operation Payback) and parts of the collection of though not everything. He often changed TTLDs, starting with Swiss
.ch, then Swedish .se, then Spanish .es, then back to .se from Sweden, then to .rs from Serbia, then .wiki. Sources 2011-06-22 backups In May 2018-11-03, these links died. A backing up pages to encyclopediadramatica.se can be downloaded from : The file is a compressed tar store with 'xz(1)' from 674
MB to 39 MB. Contains complete revisions of each page in MediaWiki XML format, so it should be importable to a new MediaWiki installation. Contains metadata for all images, including in XML format. The images themselves are packaged separately - see below. Each full-size image (excluding
thumbnails) was saved under its sha1 hexagonal digest. There are over 10 GB of image files in total, so they were divided into 16 archives, organized by the first character of their file name. Each archive also contains metadata for all images that allow you to map the SHA1 digest to their original file name.
As above, the archives are in .tar.xz. Backup 2010-01-13 The Internet Archive also got a full backup in early 2010. It's a bit old (or at the height of ED's heyday, depending on how you look at it) but it's complete, including the pictures. I'm not sure about the page history, though. 12 GB total: 2010-01-
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